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Introduction
The Jugl app was launched in January 2017 and currently has 250,000 members. At present,
500 - 1,000 new members join daily. Jugl is a viral platform that combines the functions of a
trading platform, a social network and a messenger.
The Jugl App is an economic social network and the idea of a young, dynamic entrepreneur
for whom you and the community are more important than the big profit. The idea of
community is at the forefront. We are not a large corporation - we all form and shape the
Jugl App together.
All in all, Jugl is a virtual world with its own means of payment, i.e. digital currency.

Purpose
The first coin with which you can't lose, but only win
The JuglCoin is the first coin with a guaranteed win.
If you keep the coins on your wallet for a certain period of time, you have the option of
having your investment paid back at the end of the term.
It is possible to place your volume on the marketplace in the event of a falling price or a
rising price. During this term you have the possibility to place your bonus, which is between
5 and 15 percent depending on the term, at any time from a sum of 5000 jugls on the
marketplace, where 1 jugl = 0.01 euros. Or sometimes this can be paid off, depending on the
phase of the ICO. Besides fixed-term coins, you can also buy free tokens, which are also
available at a discounted price until the start of the ICO. This price increases with each
pre-sale phase.

Trading and advertising platform for other coins
Our trading platform should be an alternative for any coins in the future (approx. end of
2019), which stands out due to low fees and exclusive advertising possibilities in our partner
portal with over 250,000 users.

Open the advantages of the crypto currency to the broad market
By the possibility also small transactions in shortest time to accomplish, our coin becomes
interesting not only for the final consumer, but also for owners of cafes, bars etc..

Challenges
Fluctuating prices on the crypto market
The bitcoin symbolizes the problem with the crypto currency. Due to the large fluctuations,
the coins are currently a very risky form of investment.
JuglCoin will be centralized and therefore less volatile. The long-term price target will be that
1 JuglCoin = 1 Euro. A price adjustment will take place by automatic annihilation with each
transaction. In addition, the bonus will increase and decrease with the help of the network.
Jugls are then"prospected" by the registration of new members. This means, the more
members, the greater the purchasing power and the higher the price of the coin.

Solutions
Stablecoin
To counter price fluctuations, after some time the coin is switched from a decentralized
system to a centralized system.

Fast and inexpensive transactions
Examples such as Bitcoin show that each transaction can take up to hours and also requires a
lot of power. Thanks to a new technology and the cooperation with Jugl.net, we can enable
the transaction speed almost in real time. Thus we offer the possibility to use JuglCoin as a
means of payment.

What is the JuglCoin
The Juglcoin
JuglCoin serves as a means of payment within the Jugl Network. Unlike other companies,
JuglCoin works together with the already active Jugl Network. It already has over 250,000
members.
Through internal payments in the network, the bank costs and exchange fees between the
different currencies are reduced. Additionally, it is already possible for shops to sell their
products against JuglCoin.
The purchase of the coin is currently linked to the euro. The JuglTokens will be freely
tradable on juglcoin.com from spring 2019.
The JuglCoin is supposed to be the first worldwide coin where users are able to earn
guaranteed profits by waiving their resale right over a certain period of time.
Freely tradable coins can be traded at a free rate.

What are the benefits of JuglCoin?
With a Jugl account you can make payments to third parties and receive payments from
third parties. The JuglCoin acts as a means of payment.
Jugl will not act as a trustee. This means that only the payment processing, independent of
the performance of the service by the sellers.
An elementary advantage of JuglCoin - like other micropayment systems - is that payments
made via Jugl are immediately credited to the payee.
And thus, for example, the usual bank term of a bank transfer is no longer required. In a
Online shop purchases can thus be made in real time.

The Jugl Network
Jugl.net is a large economic and social community that helps and promotes each other!
It can be used by private and business users and consists of the following pillars:

Online marketplace: An important part of Jugl is the online marketplace. Users can advertise
goods or services among themselves and sell them in exchange for Jugls. By specifying the
user profiles, the selection of advertising can be optimized to the interests of the users.
The contracts in the online marketplace are concluded exclusively between the respective
users and the fulfilment or settlement of these contracts is exclusively incumbent on them.
Social Network: Another essential part of Jugl is the social network, with a forum and a
messenger (exchange of files, communication).
Human search engine: With the human search engine, users can search or have research
done for them. Jugler can also accept orders and research for other users.
Commission income: A special feature of Jugl are the commission-based income possibilities
of all users through the following possibilities:
● Recruitment of new users: The recruitment of new users is permanently rewarded at
Jugl. From each bonus payment (invitation bonus, advertising bonus, referral bonus
and purchase bonus) that a user receives, 40% or, in the case of a premium
membership, 30% is deducted and 29% is credited to the person who invited this
user. The difference of 11% or 1% for the premium membership will be credited to
Jugl. Also Tolkens with running time fall into this regulation. The 11 percent and 1
percent described above are then destroyed.
● Invitation bonus: Jugl rewards users who have referred another user with an
invitation bonus.
Our bonus model:
If a base member invites a new base member, the invitee will receive 100 jugls (if
proof of identity is provided).
If a base member invites a premium member, the bonus will double to 200 Jugl.
basic member invites).
If a basic member invites a Premiumplus member, they will receive a bonus of 800
Jugls.
Since the commission is charged on any bonus income, every user benefits permanently
from every new acquisition of a user originally acquired by him.

● Reputation of commission-based advertising: In traditional advertising, the advertiser
pays money to an advertising medium in the uncertain hope that it will reach the
right consumer. Jugl has developed the idea that entrepreneurs offer their
advertising only to those persons who fit exactly into the target group of the
advertising according to the specification of their interests. In addition, these persons
receive remuneration for actively viewing the advertising. Accordingly, advertisers
only pay if users actively view the advertising. By setting a maximum budget,
advertisers can control expenditure.
Any advertising bonus that a user receives for viewing the advertising is shown on the
advertising. To prevent misuse, the bonus will only be credited if the user views the
advertisement for a reasonable period of time as determined by Jugl. This is ensured
by the fact that the user has to retrieve the bonus after the specified period by
clicking a pop-up button.
● Other businesses: Via the online marketplace, users can of course generate income
from conventional businesses, i.e. the sale of goods or services. If a user offers a
bonus for the successful brokerage of a business (referral bonus), such bonuses
benefit many users to a small extent.

Disclaimer of liability
This white paper is intended to introduce Juglcoin, the idea and the Jugl tokens.

This information is neither exhaustive nor does it contain elements of a contractual
relationship. The sole purpose is to provide potential token holders with relevant and
appropriate information so that they can decide whether they want to make a thorough
analysis of the project with the aim of acquiring Jugl Token.

This white paper does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any
security in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation would be unlawful.

Certain statements and estimates contained in this white paper constitute forward-looking
statements or expectations. Such statements or information may be subject to known and

unknown risks and uncertainties that may cause actual events or results to differ materially
from the estimates or results implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements.

In the course of such translation or communication, some of the information contained
herein may be lost or misrepresented. The accuracy and correctness of this alternative
communication cannot be guaranteed.

Conditions for the purchase of tokens
You can purchase JuglCoins at juglcoin.com. Prerequisite is a membership at Jugl.net and at
least 18 years of age. Membership of juglcoin.com is free and without obligation.
The purchase of JuglCoins can take place in 2 variants:

A. Free tradable JuglCoins
JuglToken can now be purchased from juglcoin.com. JuglTokens are sold at the exchange
rate set by juglcoin.com. This course starts at 1:100 in the pre-sales phase, i.e. 100 tokens
are issued for 0.01 €. During the pre-sale phase, the price drops to 1:1 (0.01 € = 1 JuglToken).
juglcoin.com reserves the right to offer other courses. The relevant exchange rates are
clearly displayed on the website before each purchase.
The JuglTokens cannot be traded during the pre-sale phase. After the pre-sale phase the
tokens are automatically converted into JuglCoins. The JuglCoins are shown in the JuglCoin
account and can be freely traded at the end of the pre-sale phase. You are then no longer
bound to any currency.
The pre-sale phase ends on 31.03.2019.

B. Fixed term
Alternatively to the freely tradable variant A, the JuglTokens can also be purchased with a
fixed term. You agree to keep the JuglTokens for a specified period (1-3 years, depending on
the agreement). JuglTokens cannot be traded during this fixed period.

After expiry of the agreed fixed term, juglcoin.com guarantees the return of the amount in €
that you have invested to purchase the JuglTokens (return guarantee). You can decide until
the end of the term whether you want to return the JuglTokens under these conditions or
have them converted into JuglCoins. In addition to the take-back guarantee, juglcoin.com
rewards you with daily bonus credits. Bonus credits are only credited to JuglCoins and, unlike
JuglTokens, can be traded or used immediately.
juglcoin.com also agrees to accept these JuglCoins at the guaranteed exchange rate of 1:1
(0.01 € = 1 JuglToken).
If you do not decide on JuglTokens within the fixed term, the term will be extended
indefinitely. juglcoin.com may, however, terminate the term at any time by giving four
weeks' notice. In this case, you have the option described above (withdrawal guarantee or
conversion to JuglCoins) during this period of notice. If you do not make a selection within
this period, juglcoin.com will decide.

Vision
● Jugl.net will be extended by further functions. The integration of quiz shows and live
entertainment content is planned.
● In the distant future it is planned that Jugl.net will become a universal trading
exchange and thus a platform for other currencies.
● Our vision is to create a JuglBank with credit card-like, cashless payment options to
enable payment in online shops, restaurants etc. with the coins.
● In general Jugl.net is an expandable platform with gigantic potential.

Liaison
Website: www.juglcoin.com
Jugl Marketing Limited
3 ½ Miles Philip S.W. Goldson Highway
Belize City
Belize

Interesting Links
JuglCoin Website: https://juglcoin.com
Jugl.net Website: https://jugl.net

Still not convinced?
Then take a look at Jugl.net and let your team leader guide
you through the world of youth.
Free of charge and without risk.

